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With concern grow ing that leaking natural gas pipelines may trigger d eadly explosions, threaten
public health and wo rsen climate change, the Federa l Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) is
looking at new ways to support pipe repair and replacement. Late last month, FERC proposed new
rules that would allow operators of interstate natural gas pipelines to recove r certain capital
expenditures on infrastructure upgrad es through a capital tracker. In broad terms, the tracker
mechanism e nables a pipe line operator to recover capital costs annually, rather than carrying those
costs ove r until its next rate case. However, it is not just industry that w ill benefit from use of the
mechanism. In addition, its use may also have broader social benefits, facilitating the replacement of
leaking pipelines which threaten public safety and damage the environment
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Severa l recent pipeline explosions - including major incidents in Ca lifornia and Pennsylvania -

and Environmental Law.

highlight the safety threat posed by natural gas leaks. I have p reviously written about federa l
regulatio ns (49 CFR Part 192) designed to prevent pipeline exp losions by requiring the p rompt repair
of leaks posing a hazard to persons o r property. These regulations do not , however, require the repair
of non-hazard ous leaks which may be left indefinitely with serious environmental consequences.
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Pipeline leaks are a major source of methane; a potent greenhouse gas, with a global warming
potential 21 times that of carbon dioxide over a 1DO-year time ho rizon and even greater re lative
impacts over shorter periods. Several components of the pipeline system are prone to leakage,
including compressors , valves, pumps, flanges and p ipe connect ors. Leaks are most likely to
originate from older pipes, which a re commonly made of cast iron o r unprotected steel and therefore
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As reported previously , a

recent ~

by the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) found a positive

correlation between the use of corrosion-prone piping and natural gas leaks. The study used Goog le
Street View cars equipped with methane concentration analyzers to identify gas leaks in Boston,
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Indianapolis and Staten Island. The focus in each city was on leaks from pipelines used to deliver
natura'I gas to re sidentia l, commercia l and industrial customers (i.e., distribution pipelines).
A high rate of leakage (one leak per mile) was detected in Boston and Staten Island, w here corrosive
piping makes up 20 and 45 percent of the distribution system respectively. This is in stark contrast to
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Indianapo lis, where corrosive piping makes up less than one percent of the system. Unsurprisingly ,
leakage rates in that c ity were significantly lower, with one leak detected every 200 miles.
These results are consistent w ith previous research finding significant leakage from aging pipeline
systems _One study, published in Environmental Pollul1onin 20 13, identified 3,356 leaks thought to be
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from old cast iron pipes in Boston. A 2014 study, published in Environmental Science and

Technologv, found 5,893 leaks in Washington D.C. likely resulting from old pipelines.
Compared to distribution pipelines. there has been little research into leaks from the gas transmission
system (i.e. , the network or pipes used to transport natural gas from supply fields to local distribution
companies and large volume customers). Nevertheless, there is reason for concern. Roughly 60
percent of gas transmission pipelines are more than 40 years old. with over half of these constructed
prior to 1960. These antiquated pipelines may be corroded and/or have other defects giving rise to
leaks.
Despite this, current policies d o little to encourage a nd may actually discourage the replacement of
aging transmission infrastructure. Policy makers have recently sought to address one of the more
significant issues, relating to the recovery of replacement costs in pipeline rates.
Regu lation of natural gas pipelines is shared between the federal government and the states. At the
federa·11evel, the Natural Gas Act (15 U.S.C. § 717 et seq ) authorizes FERC to regulate pipelines
crossing state borders (known as interstate p ipelines). Other, in trastate pipe lines are regulated at the
state level by public utility commissions.
Under the Natural Gas Act, FERC must ensure that th e rates charged by interstate pipeline operators
are just and reasonab le and not unduly preferentia l or discriminatory. FERC regulations (18 CFR.
Part 284) require pipeline operators to design rates so as to recover their costs on the basis of
projected units of service. Each operator must file a rate case outlining its forecast costs over the next
regulatory period and establ1shing rates for the recovery of those costs. Where costs are lower than
forecast, the operator can keep the resulting over-recovery_Conversely, any under-recovery due to
higher than forecast costs must be borne by the operator.
While operators can recover the capital costs of p ipeline replacements in their rates, recovery
typically does not occur the next rate case is filed. This g ives rise to a regulatory lag - a period during
wh ich the operator must carry the cost of its capital investment - creating a disincentive for the
replacement of leak-prone p ipes.
This disincentive can be removed by adopting a capital tracker, which allows the pipeline operator to
recover capital expenditures on infrastructure replacements befo re the filing of a rate case. To this
end, a growing number of states are permitting the use of tracker m echanisms by locaJ distribution
pipeline operators. (For a list of states with such mechanisms, see the Department of Transportation's
website for pipeline safetv awareness.) Notably however, FERC has traditionally refused to allow
interstate transm ission pipelines to use cost trackers. This now looks set to change.
In a proposed policy statement published in the Federal Register on November 26, FERC noted that
increasing concern over pipeline safety, together with stricter limits on greenhouse gas emissions, will
likely force pipeline operators to invest more heavily in infrastructure upgrades. To ensure the timely
recovery of these capital investments, FERC is proposing to allow pipeline operators to establish
tracker mechanisms to recover the costs of upgrades required to meet safety and environmenta l
regulations. Use of such mechanisms would be subject to five conditions, namely:

1. Review of exi sting rates: a pipeline operator proposing to adopt a tracker mechanism must
establish that its base rates are just and reasonable and reflect current costs and revenues.
FERG has suggested that operators may meet this requir ement through negotiation w ith its
customers or by filing a full rate case when implementing the t racker. FERC is also seeking
com ments on other approaches to meeting the requirement.
2. Eligible f acilities: a tracker can only be used to recover costs assoc iated with the modification
of existing facilities to address environmental and safety concerns . Costs associated with
general system maintenance cannot be recovered through the tracker A pipeline operator must
identify the projects elig ible fo r recovery, the facilities to be upgraded through those projects,
and the maximum capital costs fo r each project covered by the tracker.
3 A voidance o f co st shi fti ng: pipeline operators must design their tracker mechanisms so as lo
ensure that costs are not shifted to captive customers.
4. Pe riodic revi ew: the tracker mechan ism must be subjec t to periodic review to ensure that the
pipe line operator's base rate, and any surcharge added to base rate, remain just and
reasonable_
5. Shipper support: any pipeline operator seeking to use a tracker mechanism must work
collaboratively w ith customers to obtain their support for the mechanism_However, support from
all customers will not be required for approva l of the tracker.
In addition to these matters, FERC is also considering various othe r issues relating to the use of
capita l trackers. Interestingly, FERC has requested comments on whether capital costs incu rred to
minimize emissi ons from pipeline fac ilities should be recoverable through the tracker mechanism,
even if those costs a re not required to comply w ith environmental regu lations. This could have
significant environmental benefits, creating an ince ntive for pipeline operators to go beyond the
regulatory requirements and replace all leaking pipes However, it may face opposition from ratepayer
advocates concerned about the potential for unnecessary replacement of pipelines in good working
order. The Conservation Law Foundation has suggested, as a possible middle ground, enabling
recovery of capital expenditures on spec ified types of pipeline that are prone to leaks. At a minimum,
pipeline operators should be able to recover the capital costs of replacing pipes made from cast iron
and other corrosive materials.
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